**Exploration Project:**

You will create a Google Slides Presentation for your explorer.

- The title of each slide should be the NAME OF THE EXPLORER.
- You will create THREE SLIDES:
  - On the first: the brief biography
  - On the second: their motivations for exploration
  - On the third: the outcomes of their exploration
- **You should include the primary documents**

- In this Google Slide Presentation, you will include all of the information listed below:

**IF YOU GET AN EXPLORER**

Slide 1: Brief Biography of your Explorer:
- Name of Explorer
- Country from which they came
- What time frame they were alive in

Slide 2: Motivations for exploration
- What caused them to explore
- What was their motivation

Slide 3: Outcomes of their exploration
- What changed because of their exploration?
- What if they had NEVER explored?

Throughout all of your slides: Three primary sources that are affiliated with them
- 2 photos
- 1 ‘other’ (a document, a map, etc.)
- MUST BE PRIMARY

**IF YOU GET: Spanish, Portuguese or British Exploration**

Slide 1: Brief Description of the country in the 1500s
- Economically, Governmentally, etc...

Slide 2: What motivated this country to begin exploring
- Just saying “Gold, God, Glory” won’t work.

Slide 3: Outcomes or Impacts of their exploration on the world
- How did the world change because of their exploration.

Throughout all of the slides: Three primary sources
- 2 photos
- 1 other (a document, a map, etc.)
- MUST BE PRIMARY